tools
trade
of
the

The Garmin Nüvi 660 is
one of the more expensive
GPS receiver/navigators,
but the unit’s efficiency
and number of features
justify the price. The latest
version has a larger touch
screen with very sharp
480 ✕ 272 resolution. The
onscreen icons and keyboard are intuitive and
large, so it won’t take long
to learn all the functions
and their controls. There’s
a built-in FM traffic
receiver with a threemonth free trial subscription, and Bluetooth

wireless lets you make
hands-free calls when
synched with your compatible phone. The MP3
player and audio book
player can broadcast to
your car’s stereo system.
The 2GB internal memory
is preprogrammed with
City Navigator NT for
street-level detail and
addresses, plus listings for
the nearest restaurants,
hotels, ATMs, and other
points of interest throughout the U.S., Canada, and
Puerto Rico. Turn-by-turn
directions can be for

Garmin Nüvi 660
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either back roads or
major highways, and automatic recalculation
reroutes maps if you miss
a turn or encounter a
detour. The Nüvi 660 has
a JPEG picture viewer,
world travel clock with
time zones, currency converter, measurement converter, calculator, card
game, and travel alarm
clock with automatic
wake-up. Overall size is
4.9" ✕ 2.9" ✕ 0.9", and the
screen is 4.3" diagonally.
The rechargeable battery
lasts three to seven hours,
and there’s an SD card
slot. www.garmin.com
The Nokia N95 is part of
Nokia’s N-Series of multimedia smart phones. The
N95 is a phone, fivemegapixel camera with
video, PDA, Web tablet,
FM radio, GPS, MP3
player, and video player
with RealPlayer. It even
has a TV Out function for
playing video, music, and
photos on your TV, computer, or stereo—it’s a
very smart phone. Weigh-

Nokia N95

ing in at a little less than
4 .5 ounces, the device has
a double slide. You can
slide out a keyboard on
the bottom of the N95,
and there’s also a multimedia control panel that
slides out of the top for
playing music and video.
There are built-in stereo
speakers, and the camera
is on the back of the
device, with the screen
acting as the through-thelens viewer. The camera
features a Carl Zeiss
Optics Tessar™ lens for
stills and MPEG-4 VGA

Tech Forum

Crossing Over to the Right Brain ◆
■ AFTER LONG HOURS OF ANALYZING and arriving at

Michael Castelluccio, Editor
If you’re lucky, there’s a business communication unit or

reasonable conclusions, there’s the next step—wrapping

art department in-house where you can hand over the

it up in a presentation. The data, the patterns, the

numbers and analyses and let them style a presentation

generalizations—all to be summarized in a white paper, a

document that adds its own organization and impact.

PowerPoint show, or a presentation for the Web. And to be

If you’re unlucky, you’ll be working late looking at those

effective, the next step involves an area never dealt with

same tired PowerPoint templates and trying to figure out

in that wide undergraduate background in finance, calcu-

why that pie chart jams all the text against one edge of

lus, and strategic planning: graphic design.

the page whenever you try to print what you thought was

Graphic design is the discipline that supposedly engages

the final version.

the other side of your brain—the intuitive and visual side.

What you need in these circumstances is some cross-

It’s like the analytic lobe’s distant cousin that lives on the

training for the right side of your brain. Or is it the left side

other side of the mountain; a place you can’t even see

that’s the creative, image-handling side? Whatever—the prob-

from within the folds where project budgeting gets done.

lem remains that you spent most of

video capture of up to 30
frames per second, integrated flash, and digital
stereo microphone.
There’s auto focus and
exposure, scene selection,
and color tone selections
of normal, sepia, black
and white, negative, and
vivid. Internal memory is
up to 160MB, and a
memory card slot supports up to 2GB microSD
cards. Call management
includes advanced contacts database, speed dialing, logs (dialed, received,
missed calls), automatic
redial, and conference
calling. It also supports
SMS text messaging and
MMS multimedia messaging. The N95 has the
Nokia Web Browser with
Mini Map, and connectivity includes wireless
LAN, Bluetooth, and USB
computer plug-in.
www.nokia.com

cated call and music controls are on the headset as
one-touch buttons. You
can detach the second
earbud for high-quality
mono Bluetooth reception. A single battery
charge will provide
approximately seven hours
of talk time, six hours of
listening time, and 160
hours of standby time.
www.plantronics.com

Plantronics Voyager 855

Plantronics Voyager™ 855
is a mono-to-stereo convertible Bluetooth headset
featuring AudioIQ® DSP
noise reduction technology for MP3 mobile
phones. The high-end
headset is designed to provide immersive sound for
calls and for listening to
music on Bluetoothenabled mobile phones
with stereo A2DP. There’s
full spectrum stereo with
balanced bass. Weighing
only 15 grams, the unit is
very comfortable, and the
second earbud seals out
noise and eliminates the
need to keep one finger in
your other ear on calls in
noisy environments. Dedi-

The Eye-Fi SD Memory
Card is an ingenious wireless way to transfer and
share photos directly from
your camera without
cables or a card reader.
The card works like any
other memory card, but it
does one other thing. It
uses your home Wi-Fi
network to send your
photos to your computer,
PC or Mac, or to your
favorite photo-sharing
network online. You can

continued on next page

Eye-Fi Wireless
Memory Card

send your pictures immediately to sharing or printing networks such as
Shutterfly, Flickr, Snapfish,
Facebook, Picasa Web
Albums, Kodak Gallery,
Wal-Mart, Costco, and
many others. The Eye-Fi
card has a 2GB capacity,
so you can store quite a
few photos before you
upload to folders or
image-processing programs on your computer
or to the Web photo networks. www.eye.fi/buy
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begins with a section on the four

iar version without having to go

your academic life learning about bal-

basic principles of design: proximity,

through the help screens in the pro-

ance, symmetry, and patterns in a

alignment, repetition, and contrast.

gram later. In few other areas is the

numerical, not visual universe. Now

Using business cards and single-page

old saw “use it or lose it” more true

you need to overlay another level of

flyers for examples, Lesa Snider King

than in computer instruction. Maybe
the greatest benefit of this prelimi-

organization that uses images, colors,
typography, and design.
Because most of us buy into the
notion that the world is made up of
analytical types and intuitive types,

Put what belongs together,
together, and pay attention to
how many places your eye stops
to read a card, page, or image.

grams is that you get a list of
techniques that you might not have
considered using before or might not
have even been aware of.

and we assume this is verified by the

Another advantage of the

two different paths taken by the two

begins with a few simple rules that

hemispheres of our brains, we make

you can fit on one side of a page and

Lynda.com site is that your monthly

wrong decisions.

then keep in the top drawer of your

tuition lets you try sections of the

desk or your laptop bag.

30+ hours contained in the other

Actually, applying the principles of
good design is more a matter of

The principle of proximity requires

four Photoshop Elements courses,

good sense and rules than just sit-

that you use open space in the

the two PowerPoint courses (12

ting and waiting for insightful epipha-

design to show what is related. Put

hours), or the two Apple Keynote

nies. Like formulas, there are

what belongs together, together, and

courses (12 hours). Once you have a

necessary balances. And just as

pay attention to how many places

general introduction with the King

there are categories for organizing

your eye stops to read a card, page,

course, you might want to take the

data, principles such as proximity or

or image. The principle of alignment

longer tutorials for your versions of

keeping the similar close work equal-

also creates visual connections,

these programs.

ly well in a good design. But where

sometimes with nothing more than a

can you learn this stuff along with

hard edge in the design to line up

the technical information like what a

similar items. By repeating a design

Professionals” by going to the

GIF is and why is it a suitable format

element, whether it’s a color, piece of

Lynda.com website. In the Subject

for Web presentations?

a logo, or text style, you can create a

drop-down list, look for “Business

feeling of overall cohesiveness. The

Applications,” or just type the course

Lynda.com

examples King uses prove that the

name in the search bar on the top

In June 2006, we looked at the train-

designing process is something that

right. When the outline comes up for

ing offerings at the www.lynda.com

can be learned.

the course, you will notice that three

website. Maybe the best bargain in

Of course, there’s a lot of detailed,

You can get a sample of the
“Graphic Secrets for Business

of the four lessons in the Introduc-

software and skills training online,

technical information about using the

tion and the lesson on Proximity are

there are hundreds of titles offered

graphics programs like PowerPoint

live links. You can try these lessons

for $25 a month. And for that less

and Photoshop Elements—definitions,

for free. The same is true of all the

than a dollar a day, you have access

keystrokes, shortcuts, mistakes to

offerings. As you look over the out-

to every program they offer, including

avoid. But there’s nothing stopping

line for the courses, you can select

a new tutorial called “Graphic Secrets

you from repeating any or all of the

from the underlined sample lessons

for Business Professionals.” It’s sort

four-hour program in the month that

and see if you like the approach and

of a bad title because there’s nothing

you have access to “Graphic

the instructor.

secretive or mysterious about this

Secrets.”

crash course that covers basic

You probably won’t remember all

Taking the courses is a beginning.
Applying the principles and tech-

design, PowerPoint, Apple’s Keynote,

the steps needed to remove the

niques to your own printed matter

using images in text documents, and

background in a photo or how to col-

and presentations will take time and

two chapters (21 lessons) on Adobe’s

orize a black-and-white image, so it

effort, but the training will shorten

incredibly powerful and affordable

might not be a bad idea to get a

the distance between your analytical

PhotoShop Elements.

small spiral notebook and just jot

side and the hemisphere that doesn’t

down the steps so you have a famil-

get exercised as often at work.

The four-hour, 11-chapter course
58
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